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Select the appropriate phrase(s) or connector(s) from the 

three options provided that can be used to create a single 

sentence by connecting the two given sentences without 

changing their meaning.



Sentence l - The weather was gloomy and cold at the 

mountain's peak.

Sentence ll - Down in the valley, the sun shone brightly, 

creating a warm atmosphere.

1. As a result

2. On the other hand

3. In the meantime

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 2 and 3

5. Both 1 and 3



Sentence l - The Copyright Office granted registration with an 

AI system as a co-author.

Sentence ll - Policymakers need a cautious approach to 

extending IP protections to AI-generated work.

1. Despite this

2. In summary

3. Therefore 

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Both 1 and 2

4. Both 2 and 3

5. None of these



Sentence l - The old bridge remains open for people to cross the 

river.

Sentence ll - The construction of the new bridge is still underway.

1. Simultaneously

2. On the contrary

3. In the meantime

1. Only 1

2. Only 2

3. Only 3

4. Both 2 and 3

5. Both 1 and 3



In the following questions, some part of the sentence is 

highlighted in bold. From the options given below, choose 

which one should replace the part printed in bold to make 

the sentence grammatically correct. If the sentence is 

correct as it is given then choose option E “No correction 

required” as the answer.



Punishment is also meted out to those who are bystanders 

in the war and who has nothing to do with the conflict.

1. whom had nothing to do with the conflict

2. who had nothing to do with the conflict

3. whom have nothing to do with the conflict

4. who have nothing to do with the conflict

5. No improvement needed



Natural gas is seen as a significantly cleaner alternative to 

conventional petroleum fuels like diesel and petrol, and 

was usually cheaper than crude oil.

1. and is usually cheaper than crude oil

2. and was usually cheaper to crude oil

3. and is usually cheaper to crude oil

4. and is usually cheapest to crude oil

5. No improvement needed



Empowering people to become supportive allies to their 

colleagues was one of the best ways to foster a culture of 

well-being.

1. is one of the best way to foster a culture a culture of well-

being

2. is one of the best ways to foster a culture of well-being.

3. is one of the best ways to foster a culture of well-beings.

4. was one of the best way to foster a culture of well-being.

5. No improvement needed



In the following questions, a few words have been 

highlighted which may or may not require improvement. 

Interchange the highlighted words using the given 

alternatives in order to form a grammatically and 

contextually correct sentence. If no interchange is required, 

choose option E as your answer.



There are emerge(A) of playful and publicity(B) moods 

which did not always glimpses(C) in her official 

pensive(D) images.

1. Only (A)-(B)

2. Only (B)-(C)

3. Both (B)-(D) and (A)-(C)

4. Both (A)-(D) and (B)-(C)

5. No interchange is required



Pregnant women are particularly fetal(A) to these 

placenta(B) because they can cross the chemicals(C) and 

affect vulnerable(D) development.

1. Only (A)-(B)

2. Only (B)-(D)

3. Both (B)-(D) and (A)-(C)

4. Both (A)-(D) and (B)-(C)

5. No interchange is required



A human or a corporate entity(A) should necessarily 

achieve(B) a SWOT analysis(C) to set targets and prepare 

the mind and self to undertake(D) them.

1. Only (A)-(B)

2. Only (B)-(D)

3. Both (B)-(D) and (A)-(C)

4. Both (A)-(B) and (D)-(C)

5. No interchange is required



We spend a lot of time working with people in a 

variety(A) of sectors(B) who are willing to be creative, 

proactive(C) and pretty collaborative(D).

1. Only (A)-(B)

2. Only (B)-(D)

3. Both (B)-(D) and (A)-(C)

4. Both (A)-(B) and (D)-(C)

5. No interchange is required



More than a conflict(A) people die each year from 

natural(B) drinking water, often in million(C) zones or 

after unsafe(D) disasters.

1. Only (A)-(B)

2. Only (B)-(D)

3. Both (B)-(D) and (A)-(C)

4. Both (A)-(B) and (D)-(C)

5. No interchange is required



Match the statement(s) from column 1 and column 2 and find 

which of the following pairs of statements given in the options 

make(s) contextually and grammatically correct sense.



1. Only A-F and C-D

2. Only B-D

3. Only B-E

4. Only B-D and C-F

5. Only B-F and C-D

COLUMN I COLUMN II

A. Violence is no solution to D. Have captured the attention of the 

media

B. Two news development E.  To find a response that catches up

C.   The construction and 

infrastructure company

F. Is a big source of employment



1. Only A-F and C-D

2. Only B-D

3. Only C-E

4. Only B-D and C-F

5. Only B-F and C-D

COLUMN I COLUMN II

A. Commerce is being asked 

to

D. What is going on in the 

industry

B. The workshops are good 

for

E.  Used cooking oil and animal 

fat wasted

C.   The fuel is sourced from F. Compress military file formats



1. Only A-F and C-D

2. Only C-D

3. Only B-E

4. Only B-D and C-F

5. Only B-F and C-D

COLUMN I COLUMN II

A. The hospital has warned D. For documenting crucial moments

B. Photography is very important E.  Many sounds of screaming and 

crying

C.   There were emotionally 

difficult times

F. That took a toll on us
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